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Message from the Guest Editors

This Special Issue is devoted to research on the key aspects
of present-day informal interactions, from different
perspectives, applying different methodologies and within
different theoretical frameworks. In short, we welcome a
wide range of (relevant) topics, which may include (but are
not limited to):

1. (socio-)pragmatic, morpho-syntactic and semantic
features of present-day informal interactions (e.g.,
discourse markers, terms of address, intensifiers,
taboo words, etc.)

2. particularities of 21st century language use
3. phenomena of recent language change
4. the language of social media and its influence on

informal conversations in general
5. consequences of increasing language contact
6. the role of youth languages in (recent) language

change
7. (recent) processes of grammaticalization in spoken

language (e.g., the fuzzy boundaries between
vocatives and discourse markers)

We especially encourage linguists working on Romance
languages to submit their work, but relevant papers on all
other languages are welcome as well.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Jeanine Treffers-
Daller
Department of English Language
& Applied Linguistics, University
of Reading, Reading RG6 6AH, UK

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Languages (ISSN 2226-471X) is now in its eighth year since
its inception in 2015. It is an Open Access journal which
seeks to stimulate debates on key issues in languages and
linguistics. We welcome papers at the cutting edge of
different fields, ranging from applied linguistics to
descriptive and theoretical linguistics. Submissions may
consist of research articles and critical reviews as well as
proposals for Special Issues where multi-disciplinary
approaches and different perspectives on current issues
are explored. We invite you to consider Languages as a
forum for sharing your work.
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